Toronto! Win tickets to "MONSTER BRAWL" at Fright Nights on Friday
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Monday, 09 April 2012 09:02

This Friday the 13th, Fright Nights becomes Fight Night as Toronto-based film writer and Fango
contributor, Kelly Stewart continues his horror series (at The Projection Booth, 1035 Gerrard St
E) on April 13th, with the Fantasia crowd-pleaser MONSTER BRAWL! Read on to find out how
to see the lastest show for free!

It's special night of monsters for the Friday the 13th edition of Fright Nights with MONSTER
BRAWL, the sold-out sensation at Fantasia and Toronto After Dark last year. Set in the tradition
of a Pay-Per-View main event, comes a grotesque and hilarious fight to the death featuring a
cast of eight classic combatants in all. Along with their colorful managers, these Monsters
compete in visceral bloody combat in the ring to determine the most powerful monster of all
time.

Also playing is the short film, MELISSA! Born through the perversion of science, the grotesque
Melissa must be kept hidden from a fearful society. Melissa's chance encounter with a local boy
will set the wheels in motion for a story that explores how society treats outcasts - with a thrilling
and violent conclusion.

The director, cast and crew from both films will be there for an introduction and a Q&A
afterwards, and amazing prizes will be given out courtesy of FANGORIA, Suspect Video and
Anchor Bay Entertainment.

Fango is giving away double-passes to the show to the first two people who e-mail
chris@fangoria.com and answer the following question:

Name the actor in MONSTER BRAWL that also appeared in the original BLACK CHRISTMAS
and THE BROOD?
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For more info, including ticket details, check out Fright Nights’ official site here .
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